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Dear editor
We appreciate the authors’ interest in our study, “Assessment of student perspectives on 
improving wellness in medical school: qualitative results from a cross-sectional survey of 
medical students in Florida,”1 which explored student preferences and recommendations 
with regard to medical school wellness programming and resources. We agree with 
Gupta and Raymond2 that student well-being should underpin all aspects of medical 
education, and we value the contribution of their unique perspectives as senior medical 
students from a different training environment. They acknowledged the representative-
ness of our study sample, and raised a common critique of qualitative studies. While 
quantitative studies use power calculations to determine the necessary sample size for 
a study, qualitative studies typically focus more on obtaining representativeness. We 
believe our sample met this metric because it was relatively large (N = 864) and consisted 
of medical students from all medical schools within the state of Florida.

We agree that it would have been beneficial to obtain more demographic 
information from students, and acknowledged that this information could have 
served a useful role in contextualizing student responses. Unfortunately, we did 
not have approval from each of the participating schools to collect these data due to 
perceived threats to student anonymity based on the relatively low number of 
students from certain racial/ethnic backgrounds at some of the medical schools. 
Though we were unable to obtain detailed demographic information in the present 
study, we do believe that this information is important. Thus, we encouraged future 
research exploring demographic differences in order to ensure that wellness pro-
grams can meet the needs of students from all backgrounds.

We also acknowledge that assessing the available wellness resources and barriers 
to care at each medical school is an important step towards improving utilization of 
wellness resources, but doing so was beyond the scope of this study (particularly 
given the wide variability of services offered at different medical schools). Instead, 
we highlighted the fact that many students felt their schools should more actively 
advertise available services and work to improve access to these resources. We hope 
that sharing this information will inspire medical schools to examine their existing 
programs and identify ways to improve student awareness and access.

Another primary goal of the study was to inform medical schools of the breadth 
of student perspectives regarding ways to promote student well-being, in order to 
encourage a more comprehensive and creative approach to wellness resource 
development and implementation. We do not believe that medical schools should 
attempt to implement all of the students’ recommendations, as we recognize that 
each medical school has different characteristics with regard to size, structure, 
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make-up of the student body, access to broader university 
resources, and existing programs/services. However, by 
surveying students from a variety of schools, we hoped 
to capture the full continuum of student needs and prefer-
ences, so that all medical schools could use this informa-
tion as a framework from which to examine the adequacy 
of their existing resources and/or obtain feedback from 
their own students about resources that are potentially 
important but lacking within their school. In the absence 
of internal feedback, relative prioritization of these recom-
mendations could be achieved by referring to Figures 2 
and 3 in our paper,1 which report the number of students 
who offered comments about each theme.

We further agree that the low rates of help-seeking among 
medical students in distress merits increased attention, and 
we reported on this issue in our original paper from the parent 
study.3 More work is clearly needed to increase student 
acceptance of available services, and the current study offers 
multiple suggestions from students that could help in this 
regard. In conclusion, we appreciate the opportunity to clar-
ify these points and to further highlight the importance of 

assessing and addressing medical student views regarding 
ways to support student well-being as a critical component of 
their medical school experience.

Disclosure
The authors report no conflicts of interest in this 
communication.
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